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a thousand miles of pristine Indonesian diving
Indeed, the Banda Sea and the Forgotten Islands
have an air of mystery to them, enough to lure me to
sign up for a one-way 1000-mile westward journey from
Ambon to Maumere, aboard the luxurious Blue Manta, a
142-foot (43m) steel-hulled liveaboard powered by twin
engines. However, it would only be after an arduous
32-hour trip to Jakarta, where I napped at my airport
hotel before my overnight flight to Ambon.
After being picked up midmorning and delivered
to the boat, we had an early lunch and checkout dive.
Sure, I was exhausted, but my adrenaline kicked in!
Ferreting out treasures among trash in the muck was
an exciting challenge. Two blue and yellow ribbon eels
contrasted brightly with the sand. Snowflake, yellowhead, and fimbriated morays partially emerged from
recesses. A psychedelic-colored stonefish swam in a
graceful arc from a rock to the sand. A two-foot juvenile pinnate spadefish brightened the area. It was
quite the checkout dive.
Even so, a few divers grumbled. A month before,
Blue Manta
switched its
departure from
Saumlaki to
Ambon. Some
divers had to
change their
tickets, at no
minor expense
and inconvenience. While
they would
be reimbursed
for additional
costs, no one
enjoys reworking complicated Blue Manta is equipped for open ocean voyages

Palau

flight plans at the last
minute.

I had joined 18 other
experienced divers for the
12-day/11-night cruise. The
Blue Manta’s interior and the
14, 200 sq. foot cabins convey
Teluk Ambon
a modern, bare-bones design,
without nods to Indonesia culture and art. (It’s owned by
B A N DA S E A
Jakar ta, Indonesia
a Singapore businessman.) The
Bali
Maumere T i mo r L e st e
galley, dining room, lounge,
and a few cabins fill out the
main deck. The deck below has
Darwin, Australia
cabins, outdoor dining, and
bar, and additional cabins are
below decks. Mine, on the main
deck, had two large windows
(below-deck cabins have portholes), efficient air conditioning, plenty of storage,
a safe, even a desk with a chair, and a sizable head. The upper deck, mostly covered, is for kicking back. As you might imagine, she’s an expensive boat; I paid
$6650, including a 10 percent single supplement.
S ingapore

B RU N E I

Frenchman Cedric Lesenechal, the cruise director, dive instructor, and go-to
guy for questions, guided my assigned group of four (a couple from France and an
American woman), the standard guide-to-diver ratio. Before each dive, he showed us
the location on Google Earth, and then cleverly constructed the reef with Kleenex
boxes, saltshakers, and ketchup bottles, which he covered with towels to emulate
the topography. At the dive site, when we were ready to backroll off the dinghy,
he would say, “Go in, and come back.” We all did. Every time. Underwater, his
superb hand directions made his intentions clear; if we encountered a current, he
would signal, “What do we want to do? Go around the corner and face it, or return
how we had come?”
Finding the esoteric was his forte -- for example, sea snakes at Bubble Reef
in the Manuk area. I watched a toxic golden sea snake, broad in body, approach.
Though the critter is extremely unlikely to bite, Cedric had warned us not to
react if they came close, so when one circled his torso and rubbed against his
fins, I calmly watched. Smaller, black-banded sea kraits also appeared. Below, the
sandy bottom surrounding this volcanic island was too hot for me keep my hand in
it for more than a few seconds.
The Blue Manta carried two substantial fiberglass dinghies with good
ladders and two inflatables for shuttling the five groups of divers to the
sites. After the first round of divers
suited up on the sizable dive deck,
the next round would follow. The helpful crew checked our nitrox -- it was
a steady 32 -- and loaded our tanks
and fins into the dinghies. While
gearing up, I had two minor incidents
-- my whistle broke off my alt-air
hose, and the lanyard holding my
Galileo dive computer snapped. Not to
worry. Crewmembers immediately solved
the problems. After the dives, they
helped me pull off my wetsuit, gave it
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Cedric constructs an improvised model reef

an antimicrobial rinse, hung it to
dry, and I would rinse off in one of
the showers.
Each night we motored 8 to
12 hours in calm waters to reach
the premier spots along our route,
making three to four dives daily.
There were few takers for the two
night dives. Half my dives were
greater than 90 feet (27m), often in
strong currents, so this is a trip
for experienced divers, especially
since the nearest chamber is in
Bali, 24 hours away.

Camera room aboard the Blue Manta

The Spice Islands were replete
with colorful soft corals, currents and lots of fish. At Leaning Tree, a large
seamount teemed with zillions of fish, including a seven-foot humphead wrasse
(striking, with its blue head and yellow-green body), pufferfish being cleaned,
bird wrasse, and spotted soapfish. As I ascended from 96 feet (29m), I had to stay
tight with the wall to avoid being pushed down by the strong current. The guide of
another group had to anchor a rope so the divers
could pull themselves up.

KM Blue Manta, Banda
Sea, Forgotten Islands, Alor

Diving (Experienced)  . . . . . . . .★★★★★

Diving (Beginners)  . . . . . . . .Don't Go
Accommodations  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .★ ★★★★
Food  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ★★ ★★

One day Cedric gave us the choice of either
diving or visiting the main city in the area. The
previous night, I had joined others for drinks at a
newly renovated resort, so I was eager to see more
of the city and joined the tour. I was immersed
in the pleasant aroma of nutmeg and cloves wafting
in the breeze. I walked to the old Dutch fort for
a great view, where bats were flying out of the
structure, and the stench of guano assailed me.

Services and attitude  . . . . . . . . ★★ ★★★

I had great dives at Dawera Island on the
southeast rim of the Banda Sea Trench. Sponges,
soft corals and cabbage, table branching and mushroom hard coral covered the Napo seamount. In clear
★ = poor ★★★★★= excellent
water, thousands of pyramid butterfly fish and
Worldwide scale
fusiliers, giant grouper, and schools of jacks swam
about, as did colorful blue-dotted peacock grouper,
sweet lips, and coral grouper. Love Rocks sported a
beautiful coral-encrusted wall with pink coral trees with white stalks, while barracuda swirled in the blue. I even spotted a tiny pregnant pygmy seahorse. While
the water hovered around 82ºF (28ºC), I was pleased I had worn a 5mm wetsuit when
I met the frequent chilly thermoclines.

Money’s worth  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .★★★★★

The 20 all-male Indonesian crew kept the vessel spic and span, constantly
scrubbing the decks and dinghies, cleaning off tables, and emptying cabin trash.
Cedric announced dives and meals via an intercom, beginning each morning with
gentle music followed by “Good morning everyone; it’s a beautiful dive day. Time
for a cup of coffee before the first dive.” I never had to worry about snoozing
through anything.
After the first dive, we were greeted with a breakfast of eggs, cereal,
bacon or another meat. One breakfast included a chicken-based soup ladled over
boiled eggs, onions, ginger, scallions, noodles, and spices -- it was delicious.
Most days, they offered an outstanding light bread covering a hunk of chocolate.
Buffet lunches included chicken, fish, or beef, vegetables, salad, and rice. Each
evening, the staff served a five-course dinner, beginning with soup, followed by
3

an appetizer, salad, an entrée with
sautéed vegetables, and dessert. My
favorites included sashimi, pan-fried
dumplings, Indonesian rice, and seared
fish. Mousse cups were a favorite dessert. The kitchen excelled with their
soups, sauces, and bread baked daily.
However, the meal quality could -- and
should -- be more consistent given the
trip’s price.
The Blue Manta is a photographer’s
dream, with a fine camera room and
camera tables with air hoses on the
dive deck. About half the passengers
were wanna-be-better photographers, led
by Kerri Bingham of Got Muck. Queen
among them was Erin Quigley, a master
image editor who had her students
individually edit the same photo and
then showed them how to improve. The
divers ranged from 35 to 78, with most
older than 50. Three Thai divers kindly
shared the spices they had brought to
enhance their meals. A French couple
joined me regularly for cocktail hour.
Although there were some big egos on
board, we all got along well.

WAOW Liveaboard a Total Loss
Michel and Julia Deville, the Swiss owners of WAOW,
wanted the finest liveaboard that money could buy. It
was a beautiful vessel. However, boats are at the mercy
of the elements, and the night of January 31, it dragged
anchor during a violent storm near Manokwari, on
the northeast side of the Bird’s Head peninsula, in
Indonesia’s West Papua. During hasty attempts to start
the engine, an electrical short caused an engine-room
fire that quickly spread through this wooden vessel,
fully destroying it. All divers and crew are safe.

After spending six days at the
Banda Arc, we headed west to the
Forgotten Islands, where exploratory diving revealed mounds of soft corals. Schools
of barracuda, jacks, and fusiliers flitted by. Once, as many as 40 humphead wrasses hung in the blue. At Nyata Island, a current carried us right along. I spotted
a striking black and white Jorunna funebris, a dotted nudibranch and other critters, like a hairy pink squat crab, emperor shrimp on sea cucumber, and a pinktailed shrimp. Cedric entertained us by juggling some baseball-sized dead jigsaw
maze corals. Afterward, we celebrated this great dive day with a beach party, complete with snacks, drinks, and music.
And then a glitch at Amortaun. As Cedric leaned over the dinghy to check the
current, he inadvertently dropped his mask. He shouted to a diver who was prepared
to backroll, “Dive now -- Get my mask.” He hit the water, thinking it was a joke
because Cedric had often reminded us not to drop our masks when rinsing them. He
submerged and 10 minutes later, no mask retriever and no mask. His wife and the
rest of us became worried. We radioed another dinghy, which had an extra mask
for Cedric, and we backrolled in 15 minutes later. Soon, the missing diver found
us. If this had happened the next day at Utara, this could have had a different
ending. You see, there we dropped to 30 feet (9m) and hung on as the current made
it impossible to kick forward. We surfaced, reboarded the dinghy, and found another spot where there was no current.
We motored to Alor, not as abundant in coral, but with plenty of tropical fish -- bumphead parrotfish, humphead wrasse, and colorful anthias. Macro
Market at Pantar, Alor Straight, provided our second macro dive and I spotted
three Rhinopias -- well-camouflaged scorpionfish -- two yellow and one rusty red.
Yellow-striped garden eels added color to the brown slopes, as did nudibranchs,
mantis shrimp, and white frogfish. At Pura Vida, I dropped to 96 feet (29m), hitting several cool thermoclines around 75°F (24°C), in the otherwise-86°F (30°C)
water. The short, dense coral coverage provided a nursery for rock mover wrasse
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and other juveniles. In tight formation, a large school of dark blue and
white four-inch convict blennies mimicked
striped catfish. On my last dive of the
trip in Lembata, a hammerhead swooped
in, the first I had seen that was not
too distant to identify. I should add
that Blue Manta had Andrei Voinigescu,
award-winning photographer and filmmaker
onboard to document the trip with two
drones and underwater scooter. He filmed
all reefs and locations, above-and-belowseas, and kept us well informed.
Again, a word about the meals. With
good food, a glass or two of good wine
is an essential compliment. However, on
Drone view in the Forgotten Islands
Day One in Ambon, Cedric told us that
the local liquor store, where they buy
their supplies, had no wine, just hard spirits. I bought a bottle of gin, as there
were plenty of tonic and limes on board. Not until the next-to-the-last day did
a minor miracle occur: the Damai liveaboard anchored nearby. One of our divers,
Kerri Bingham, dinghied her way to the Damai with a most serious question: how
many bottles of red wine can you spare? Of the 10 she returned with, I happily
scored one for $24, which I shared that night when the chef prepared a tasty array
on the lower deck grill: chicken, shrimp, lamb, sausage wrapped in bacon, salad,
and pineapple. Afterward, the crew entertained with guitars, bongos, and spoons,
and we divers joined them in song. Any lack of talent was overshadowed by everyone’s great enthusiasm.
As we gathered on the last night to watch the sunset as we began on our
12-hour steam to Maumere, three juvenile blue whales followed for an hour -- a
fitting end to a great trip. The Blue Manta is a substantial vessel with an outstanding crew. While the craft is not as sexy-looking as the masted phinisis,
the typical liveaboard in the area, it is surely better suited as a dive vessel.
Having been on 20 or so liveaboards, this is tied for first place on my list with
the Andromeda in the Sudanese Red Sea.
PS: Only make this trip if you are up to the diving. One young American
woman arrived with an “undiagnosed lung disease.” According to her, she had been
affected for a year. She struggled during the dives, often having to surface
early, taking the instructor away from other divers. Cedric added her to our team

Diving and Hepatitis C: Know the Facts
You have probably seen the television ads aimed
at baby boomers concerning hepatitis C (HCV). They
warn you of your chances of having HCV while advertising medications that will cure HCV in 8-12 weeks. You
may, in fact, know you are infected, or a dive buddy
may have told you, confidentially, that they have it.
Confidentially, because there is a lot of shame and discrimination surrounding this disease.
Hepatitis C is NOT casually transmitted by kissing,
hugging, food or drink. Transmission can only occur
through blood-to-blood contact via contaminated blood
products, needle sharing, medical sharp devices, tattooing, and, much more rarely, through sex with an
HCV-infected person or from mother to child. The current medical literature does not indicate transmission

in any other manner. Nevertheless, Hepatitis C may be
undiagnosed for years, so many diseased persons are
unaware they are infected and may pass the infection to
others with blood exposure and intimate contact.
As a diver, you should know the facts about chronic
infection with the hepatitis C virus and whether it
affects your diving lifestyle ...
Click here to continue reading this article.
Undercurrent has recently posted the entire article as a blog,
written by divers Dr. Robert Gish, adjunct professor of medicine
at Stanford University and C.L. Kutz, an active research and recreational diver for 25 years, who was booted from a volunteer diving
job at the Monterey Aquarium when it was learned she had been
cured of Hepatitis C.
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for one dive, and while monitoring her, one of our divers lost us and surfaced
by herself. Cedric advised the challenged diver not to dive with her breathing
problem, and eventually, she went from her one-a-day to none. Did she not report
this problem on the form, and subsequently get a physician’s report? Diving not
only endangered her life, but it also affected the quality of diving for other
divers. Divers with such conditions should not be allowed on board.
-- J.D.
Our undercover diver’s bio: J.D. says, “I began diving 15 years ago, quickly becoming obsessed with observing
fish and critter behavior. A thousand dives later, with plenty of time to burn, I’ve made half my dives in the Caribbean
and the remainder mostly in Indonesia, Philippines, Japan, Palau, Papua New Guinea, the Solomon Islands and
Turkey. Using the excuse of absorbing local culture, I’ve drunk kava in Fiji, penis soup in PNG, and spat betelnut juice
in Palau. I’m convinced it helped my fish ID skills in those regions.
Diver’s Compass: Blue Manta’s prices put it in the top bracket
for Indonesian liveaboards ... Wi-Fi was free, but when there were
several users, it was very slow ... White Manta Diving also operates the Raja Manta in Raja Ampat, Indonesia. www.whitemanta.com
... Their website includes good dive site videos ... You can make
reservations directly with White Manta (Max Hand, their operations

manager, is efficient), or their U.S. partner, Explorer Ventures,
to handle more complex details, www.explorerventures.com ... Nitrox
was $100 for the week (don’t you think for $6650 they ought to toss
it in?), massages $35, liquor about $30 a bottle, beer $5, T-shirts $20, and the
video $100 ... Charges and tips must be paid in cash ... Soft drinks and juices
were free ... Jakarta Airport Hotel: $61

The Chinchorro Banks, Alor, Belize, Roatan

and how cut-rate trips leave early birds steaming

From time to time, we publish select comments
from our readers’ travel reports to call attention to
specific destinations or discuss larger issues. Our
first order of the day?
A Royal Blunder. In January, we posted a photo
of the King and Queen of Netherlands taking a
giant stride into the waters of Saba without their

Chinchorro Bank is the best Mexico reef
diving I have done, surprisingly healthy
compared to most others in the Caribbean.
masks in place. Vicky Gabriel, an instructor with
Sea Saba, was on that dive and took offense at our
snarky comments. She says she personally attended
to the Queen and her mask, even ensuring there
was no hair caught in the skirt, but that the royal
couple decided to take their masks off for the leap
into the water because it made “a nicer shot.” Vicky
says, “How about you try to tell a king and queen
what to do? Plus we were very happy with them pro6

moting our island and the importance of marine
preserves.” Lynn Costanero, her boss, added that
hurricanes only affected Saba because of the resulting poor flight access from other Caribbean islands.
www.seasaba.com However, Buddy Dive Dominica
tells us they’ve lost all three dive boats and their
dive shop to hurricane Maria and of consequence
will be closed throughout 2018.
The Chinchorro Banks, Mexico. It’s been nearly
two decades since I reviewed diving the Chinchorro
Banks, off the southern Yucatan peninsula, and I
had hoped for another feature, but it didn’t happen. But, we’ve got the next best thing, since a
good friend of mine, Jeffery Zankel (Sebastopol,
CA), who has dived the world, traveled there in late
October with his dive club to visit the Banks with
Amigos del Mar dive shop and posts this report:
“Mahahual, four-and-a-half hours south of
Cancun, two hours from Chetumal, is a typical
Quintana Roo beach town built on tourism, with a
cruise ship pier and a big promenade, the Malecon,
with the ocean on one side and hotels, restaurants
and shops cluttered on the land side. My room at

Divers Adrift Eight Hours in the Philippines
Many Undercurrent readers are familiar with Apo
Island and its population of green turtles, just a short
boat ride from Dumaguete, Dauin, on the island of
Negros Oriental in the Philippines. So it will be a
shock to hear that on January 29 two divers, Canadian
Matthew La France, 41, and an American, Sway Rawla,
30, became separated from their dive boat and drifted
eight hours at sea.

and cries for help and rescued them nearly 12 miles
from Apo Island. The strong current would have carried the two farther south to the Mindanao Sea.

They had surfaced at a prearranged spot to find no
sign of their boat and they drifted at the surface in the
Bohol Sea until 10.26 pm, when the crew of a passing
cargo vessel, the MV Fortune Gold, heard their whistles

Other popular dive resorts in Dauin, include
Atlantis, Atmosphere, Liquid Dumaguete, Mike’s Dauin
Beach Resort and Scuba Ventures. We’ll tell you more
in the next issue.

the Nacional Beach Club, a mid-range eco-touriststyle hotel, like most of the rooms, was a standalone stone structure simply furnished, comfortable
and clean, with a front porch for watching the passing promenade. I could look out to see when La
Chula, our powerful 33-foot (10m) dive panga built
by owner Heiko Goetze, a German expat, was loading up and slip on my wetsuit.

Offering but 45 minute dives to people who
have flown hours and put out thousands of
bucks is unconscionable.
“The Chinchorro Bank Biosphere Reserve is a
20-nautical-mile (37 Km)-long reef system about
20 miles (35 km) offshore. Although La Chula can
make over 30 knots with her twin 140s, rough seas
stretched the trip to more than an hour. On the
calm leeward side, I descended to the Gran Muro
site in a mild current and at 55 feet (17m) was
surprised by a variety of healthy brain, elliptical,
mountainous star coral and more. Barrel sponges
were everywhere, and conch littered the seabed.
Mature yellowtails were abundant, and a friendly
nurse shark tried to kiss me. Then, off to the choppier windward side, where the wreck of the SS
Ginger Scout, an 1895 steamboat, consists mostly of
hundreds of coral-encrusted copper tubes. Schools
of yellowtail, black grunts, and blue tangs abound,
especially in the bow and boilers.
“The next day the harbormaster closed the port
due to stormy weather, and there was nothing to
do but visit the NBC bar and watch the seas from
their veranda (great Mexcal). Latea the next day,
the harbormaster opened the port for near shore

The Philippine Coast Guard is investigating and
has summoned both the boat driver and the operator,
Harold Biglete. La France, a dive instructor and coowner (since 2017) with Dumaguete Divers, said that
the two had attempted to swim back to Apo Island.

sites only, so it was off to the humdrum Escalones.
To dive the Biosphere (Heiko has permits), divers
must descend and ascend in a group. Needy divers gave us a slow start and then an early ascent. In
a mixed group, you need multiple DMs to make
this work or the more experienced divers come
up short. At 40 Canyones, I drifted across deep
canyons with fingers and saw healthy brain and
staghorn corals, as well as large barrel sponges.
Although the adult fish were not as plentiful or
large as on the Bank, there were juvenile tangs and
damsels and a spotted drum, as well as eagle rays,
angels, permit, black durgon, even a huge green
turtle. Puerto Angel, about 11 miles (20km) south
of Mahahual, was a healthy reef with abundant
coral, sponges and fans, as well as medium-sized
snappers, grunts, and a few barracuda, but mainly
juveniles. We made no night dives because Amigos
claimed the sharks had gotten too aggressive on
their recent night dives.
“After Huevos Rancheros at NBC, a water view
restaurant that boasts a good cook and excellent
service, I boarded La Chula and headed 20 miles
(35km) south. By the time all 13 divers got into
the water, Heiko aborted the dive. We had drifted
so far on the surface that we missed the reef. At
Chinchoritto, a long series of patch reefs were
home to adult chub and snappers, with lots of sand
between for eagle ray sightings. We divers just drifted in the current, parallel to the Malecon, until we
came to the cruise ships right in front of us.
“My last day the weather broke, and we made it
to the Bank in an hour. The first dive was at Gran
Muro, where we drifted with schools of hunting
horse-eye jacks, chub and Nassau grouper, as well
as barracuda, parrotfish and schools of baitfish.
Fabulous diving. We motored over to snorkel a
7

shallow reef, interrupted only by the Mexican Navy
looking for poachers, which is why these protected
reefs are so rich. On our way to Baliza reef, we were
stopped by the Park Patrol; another reason why
this Bank is such good diving. Baliza was almost as
good as Gran Muro, with the addition of green and
hawksbill turtles, tiger, black, and Nassau groupers
and many bait fish. We stopped for lunch at the
fishermen’s over-the-water pole houses, just off the
impressive mangrove swamp. These fishermen have
permits to catch lobster and their own food, but
nothing else. Saltwater crocodiles were everywhere
around the fishing huts, splashing happily in the
shallows.

The guide would race from one reef/coral
head to another, tap me to follow him
when I was taking photos
“Chinchorro Bank is the best Mexico reef
diving I have done, surprisingly healthy compared to most others in the Caribbean .”
www.nacionalbeachclub.com amigosdelmar.net
Playa del Carmen, Mexico. Susan Bartley
(Ripley, ON) went to Puerto Aventuras, south of
Cancun, in November and says she had a great
time. “We have been diving with Aquanauts since
2008 and still love it. It’s an eight-minute walk from
Dreams Puerto Aventuras, our hotel . . . The reefs
are just a 5 to 10-minute ride. Going south from
the marina gets you deeper, with more dramatic
canyons. Unfortunately, the death of the coral in
the shallower areas is heartbreaking. The fish are
few and far between. Going north gets you multilevel dives and shallow finger formations. The fish
are more, but we have noticed the populations
decreasing. Sport fishing is not catch-and-release,
just catch as much as you can and sell the rest. Fish
populations are the best just outside the marina,
where the boats do not fish. The dive shop will let
you dive your air. No coming up because someone blew through their air, or only a 45-minute
dive and everyone up. When the Dream Resort
dive shop found out we were diving, they asked
why we didn’t dive with them. Could do a 70 to
75-minute dive. No, she says, maybe 60 minutes.
Well, if I have to pay the same amount of money
for diving ... I am going to take the longer dive.”
www.aquanautsdiveshop.com
Photography in Yucatan Cenotes. In our January
issue, our undercover travel writer reported that
8

Get Bent and Who is at Fault?
A young British woman was left paralyzed from the
waist down after suffering from DCS on a scuba diving
trip. Amy Stone, 28, from Leatherhead near London,
suffered spinal damage after a series of dives with a
5-star Oceans Five dive resort in Indonesia two years
ago.
The former marathon runner is now suing the
resort for £50,000 ($67,000) in damages because she
alleges that the diving instructors should have spotted
the signs of DCS and got her treated for it, instead of
allowing her to dive again.
After her third dive, she surfaced temporarily
blinded and disorientated, but claims the dive staff
told her she had not gone deep enough to get bent
and gave her the all-clear to dive two days later, when
she lost all feeling in her legs.
She was eventually repatriated after spending seven
hours in a recompression chamber, but after two years
of treatment back in the UK, she still needs neurophysiotherapy to keep her mobile and is catheterized.
Clearly, it’s a tragic accident. However, one would
think that a certified diver would know enough not to
dive again without a medical check-up after temporary
blindness — or any serious symptom, for that matter.
That said, any divemaster worth his salt would have
kept her out of the water.
their group had been told that cameras were not
allowed in many cenotes.  That raised an eyebrow
of underwater photographer Fletcher Forbes
who said that cameras are disallowed in only one
cenote, at Chac Mool and that seems to be correct. 
Regardless, check first with the dive business when
you book, to be sure it permits photography.
Badladz Divers, Philippines. Sixty-minute dives
are often the norm at land-based dive operations,
which I suppose we divers have come to live with,
but Robert L. Short (Colorado Springs, CO) wasn’t
happy, and reasonably so, when he was limited to
45 minutes. His problem began, he said, when he
waited until the last minute to book a return trip
to Puerto Galera (last year he only got in one dive
before being blown out of the water by a typhoon)
and found the resort options were limited. He
chanced Badladz Dive Resort which looked OK
and was “very reasonable (cheap).” The rooms
turned out to be a nightmare — no water, toilets
that didn’t flush — and the weather was lousy.
On his first dive day, with only one other diver
onboard, the guide said the “dive time was 45 min-

utes;” the other diver and I looked at each other
like — really? Yep, about 40 minutes into the dive,
the guide signaled to go up for our safety stop — I
still had 1,400 psi (96bar). This occurred for all six
dives. Good thing the dives were cheap — I paid
about $26/dive because I would have been walking
if I paid more for only 45-minute dives. One short
deep dive on a wreck in front of Sabang down to 98
feet was only 35 minutes — came up with 1,000 psi
(70bar).” www.badladz.com/badladz-dive-resort

speculate that the crew just didn’t know the area
well enough (or understand the currents) to take
us to the best sites.”

Offering but 45-minute dives to people who
have flown hours and put out thousands of bucks is
unconscionable. It really tells us that if one is going
to pick an unknown resort, ask about the dive times
ahead of time. Hopefully, they’ll tell you the truth.

A question comes to mind. In our lead story,
our writer talks about the need to be highly experienced to handle these currents. Did the Aggressor
dodge the currents because of the divers’ skills,
or did they avoid them for other reasons? One
would hope that divers who come to areas known
for currents are experienced enough to handle
them. If not, they spoil the trip for those in the
know. We do know that liveaboards don’t vet divers’ experience, unfortunately, so you can end up
with people who just can’t handle the conditions.
www.aggressor.com

The Aggressor in Alor, Indonesia. While our
lead story marvels at the diving in Alor and elsewhere, not everyone has the same experience, as
David Marchese (Hummelstown, PA) points out
about his November Aggressor trip. “The diving in
Wakatobi was just OK. The reefs seemed stressed,
the fish density was low, and there were few colors. We spent about three days diving Wakatobi,
and all guests were bored, so we asked to move to
Alor, where the Boardroom was one of the most
beautiful, healthy reefs I’ve ever seen. Fish density
was fantastic, and the main color of the reef was
purple. Unfortunately, the next dive was a muck
dive (Mucky Mosque), where we saw mostly garbage. Most guests complained, and we were told
that the currents were too strong to dive the nice
reefs. We dove Mucky Mosque five times when once
was enough. Overall, this trip was a letdown. Based
on all I’ve read about Wakatobi and Alor, I can only

The Damai in Raja Ampat, Indonesia. While
the Damai liveaboards get good reviews, one of our
readers’ experiences raised a question for all the
pricey liveaboards in Raja Ampat and elsewhere.
When a customer is paying $6200 for a dive trip, as
did Regina Roberts (Alameda, CA), the liveaboard
must be obligated to resolve easily resolvable problems. Roberts, who has made more than 1000 dives,
raved about the boat and the diving, but not her
guide. He “would race from one reef/coral head
to another, tap me to follow him when I was taking
photos and left me to surface alone in a heavy boat
traffic area while he explored a reef on his own. I
asked the cruise director, Silven, not to assign him
to me anymore. He agreed after condensendingly
talking about how Adri was his best guide, [but
I found that] the other guides were wonderful.
I thought the issue was settled until the last dayand-a-half, when they again assigned him to me.

Lionfish-Killing Contests Can Work
Lionfish-killing derbies can reduce numbers by up
to 52 percent, says a new study led by Dr. Stephanie
Green, a scientist at Stanford University’s Center for
Ocean Solutions. Working with the Reef Environmental
Education Foundation, which organizes such derbies,
she found that the most successful were Bahamas’ oneday events that could decrease lionfish populations
below the number that threatened native species. Less
successful was a Key Largo event that resulted in fewer
but bigger specimens remaining.
Michael Allen, professor of fisheries and aquatic sciences at the University of Florida, said that the events
need to be held more frequently than annually, which is
now common. They work best on isolated communities
of lionfish so that the culling doesn’t simply open up

spots for surplus lionfish to move from adjacent reefs.
“In the great scheme of things,” Allen said, “derbies are probably not going to reduce lionfish in, for
example, the Gulf of Mexico.” Nevertheless, he says the
study showed that if the derbies are focused on areas
deemed critical habitat, and are held regularly with
regular removal, “you can suppress lionfish abundances
substantially.”
Lad Akins, Director of Special Projects at REEF and
co-author of the study, believes such derbies can reduce
the lionfish threat. However, “we don’t even use the
word ‘eradicated’ anymore,” says Adkins. “They’re just
too deep and too widespread.”
(From a report in the Sun Sentinel January 22, 2018)
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Diviac Goes to PADI
We live at a time when you can make more money
from selling a business than you ever could from running it. Some training agencies have been bought by
major equipment manufacturers looking to extend
their reach (Mares bought SSI), but the biggest dive
training agency of all has gone in the other direction,
getting bigger by acquisition.
Diviac, the online booking service for dive resorts
and liveaboard dive boats, has been sold to PADI, itself
owned by venture capitalists who bought it from other
venture capitalists. Now Diviac will be known as PADI
Travel (https://travel.padi.com)
Always looking for ways to expand its revenue base,
PADI says it will keep the service team of experienced
divers in place, and the only difference is that the
To make a long story short, I contacted the owner,
Alberto, who was worse in his response than the
cruise director.” www.dive-damai.com
These kinds of guides have always annoyed me,
even at inexpensive places, and surely the need is
to understand that the guide’s role is to please his
customers, not himself, while keeping them out
of harm’s way . Could it be that he got reassigned
to her because everyone else objected as well? She
speculates that the male customers might not have
been treated similarly . And we’ve seen plenty evidence of that in the scuba industry.
Roatan Aggressor, Honduras. We reported in
November that a lot of divers like this boat, but
Gail M. King (Port Orange, FL), aboard in August,
points out that “The cabins were small ... two of
us shared one drawer and small cabinet. The top
bunk was a small single and too close to the ceiling ... uncomfortable even for a small person. The
cabin is really suited to one person only. Glad our
trip was at an introductory, greatly reduced price.”
https://www.aggressor.com/roatandivesites.php
Palau Aggressor, Micronesia. And, speaking of
reduced rates, the Aggressor offers all sorts of
deals on their website, but those who sign up early
and pay the full ride aren’t always placated. Bobby
Munno (NYC) was aboard the Palau Aggressor in
December and said it was the best of the three
Aggressor trips he has taken, though “the boat is
showing its age.” He does, however, raise an interesting issue about pricing. The Aggressor Fleet
aggressively offers deals on boats that aren’t filling
up, so people who book far in advance are usu10

online business now sails under the PADI banner, with
a redesigned website. Existing customer login details
are the same, and the service still claims to offer the
best price guarantee.
Last July and August, when Undercurrent sought your
opinions about online booking agents for liveaboards,
most of the replies we received were by and large not
complimentary. Our experienced and knowledgeable
readers prefer to deal with full-service travel agencies
such as Reef and Rainforest, Dive Discovery, Island
Dreams, and Caradonna.
And, we wonder. How long will it be before PADI
completes the circle and buys a major equipment manufacturer too?

ally the highest-paying passengers on the boat, as
Munno found out. “Trip costs varied greatly among
passengers, and I felt penalized by booking early.
I received special offers ($500 off) from Aggressor
after booking, which I was denied when requested
to have applied, only serving to alienate. Nitrox at
$100 per week, per diver, seemed onerous after initial high cost of the trip.”
As departure dates approach, the Aggressor
Fleet offers a lot of deals on their website to entice
late bookers, who find they can save hundreds
if not thousands of dollars . Yes, would be nice if
the Fleet adjusted the fare discrepancy between
the advance planners and the late arrivals, but it’s
not going to happen, just as it won’t happen for
airlines, cruise ships, or Broadway plays . Planning
well in advance may mean one will pay more than
last-minute bookers, but early bookers can tie
down their flights and side trips and then relax .
If price is important and you’re traveling on the
Aggressor, wait as long as you can for the bargains .
But, recognize that while you watch the prices, that
trip just might fill before you pay (you can stay in
touch with them to find how many slots remain) .
Furthermore, making flight reservations late in the
game may cost you more and you may end up with
an inconvenient itinerary requiring more stops and
layovers . Since we really can’t fault a provider for
charging less to attract more customers — even
Uber has variable pricing based on demand —
keep in mind what my mother said . “You can’t win
for losing.” www.aggressor.com
-- Ben Davison

Rebreathers: What Every Scuba Diver Needs to Know

and know about the diver next to you using one

You may never intend to use a closed-circuit
happy outcome to every dive. A CCR provides a
rebreather (CCR), but they are becoming surprisclosed breathing loop of which the user becomes a
ingly popular among sport divers. They provide
part.
long dive times with minimal gas consumption,
After assembling his unit, a CCR diver runs twowhile giving an optimum gas mix for changing
way leak tests when preparing his unit for immedidepths, thereby reducing decompression stops
ate use. If a CCR user appears to say, “That will do,”
or increasing no-stop times. The first thing you’ll
it’s not enough. A leak revealed (or ignored) can
notice is that they have
result in a flooded unit. A
two cylinders that are
CCR diver must perfectly
only a quarter the size
prepare his unit to stay
of a conventional scuba
alive. So be aware that CCR
tank. While their bubbledivers appear to fiddle
free operation is often
with their equipment more
used as a selling point,
than you do before a dive.
the CCR diver is still very
If you see someone makvisible and must remain
ing repeated attempts with
stationary to get close to
these tests and apparently
skittish marine life — the
not getting a satisfactory
advantage that an underresult, yet still going diving,
water photographer
point it out to a dive guide.
craves.
CCR offer advantages with complications
After spending a lot on a
Divers who spend
$5000 or more on their rebreathers naturally want
to use it, even if it’s not entirely appropriate for
their dive. It’s rather like the Porsche owner who
uses his car for domestic runs rather than for fast
drives and country roads. And why not? People
can spend their money how they like and get their
pleasures in the way they want. However, there have
been some high-profile fatalities with rebreathers
over the years.
If you are an open-circuit recreational scuba
diver who finds yourself alongside a CCR diver,
there are a few things you should know to have a

dive trip, some people tend
to go diving no matter what. Diving lawyer Rick
Lesser calls it the “Sacramento syndrome,” after divers who drive hours to California’s Pacific Coast to
go abalone diving and jump in no matter how dangerous the ocean conditions.

Preparing the Electronics
A CCR has electronics with oxygen cells that
sense the partial pressure of oxygen in the system
and keep it constant by adding more oxygen via a
servo-operated valve as it is metabolized. When you
get to a dive site, don’t expect a CCR diver to chuck

The Most Dangerous Thing You’ll Meet Underwater? Your Boat’s Propeller
Hard on the heels of the prosecution by police in
Phuket, Thailand, of two diving instructors who let a
new trainee fall overboard and drown while still wearing his weight belt, three people, have been charged
with the death of a Japanese diver who was struck by a
boat propeller during her first-ever dive in the Similan
Islands National Park on January 4th.

Saori, who died from blood loss after suffering multiple
lacerations on her right thigh. Participating in a threeday course with South Siam Divers, she was making her
first dive to 33 feet (10m). After becoming separated
from her group, she headed to the boat just as it began
drifting and the captain started the engine to reposition it.

The boat captain, the dive instructor and the tour
guide have been charged with recklessness causing the
grievous bodily harm and death of 37-year-old Yoshida

Phuket News reports that the tour company’s insurance provider has already paid one million Baht
($31,000) as compensation for Ms. Saori’s death.
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Cozumel Dive Boat Sinks
Scuba divers are well prepared for getting into the
water, but it was an unscheduled boat entry that awaited
10 divers, some inexperienced, who had signed up for
diving while aboard Royal Caribbean’s Celebrity Equinox
and Navigator of the Seas. On January 3, they and two
crewmembers unexpectedly ended up in the water near
Cozumel’s Tormentos Reef, when
their dive boat sank.
Passenger Thiago Koga posted
his experience on Scubaboard, alleging there was something wrong from
the beginning since their dive boat,
Arrecifes II Dus, operated by Sand
Dollar Sports, appeared to have difficulty making any speed. “It appears
that the dramatic failure of a gland
[on the prop shaft?] was responsible
for the vessel flooding faster than the bilge pump could
cope, and the vessel finally ended up on the seabed.

Though not far from shore, divers were quickly
picked up by other vessels nearby and
transported to La Caleta; there were
no serious injuries. Koga says that the
divemaster and others later dived to
the sunken vessel to retrieve personal
effects and the diving equipment. He
had $400 in his wallet, and although
his ID and backpack were returned,
the money was not. The boat was
recovered and taken to the Meridiano
marina to dry out.

“Everyone at that moment was wearing their wetsuits
and weights. We were listening to the instructions and
preparing to don our BCDs when water began to flood in
the back part of the boat.”

The manager at Sand Dollar Sports, Sandra Ramirez,
told Koga that in 25 years of operation, nothing like this
has ever happened before. According to a claim on Sand
Dollar’s website, “Sand Dollar Sports is the largest and
safest dive operator on Cozumel and carries the most
comprehensive insurance coverage available.”

The divemaster asked them to move forward to equal-

The safest operator in Cozumel? Who did the polling?

his unit on his back and plunge into the water as
you might. A CCR diver will routinely check important things like oxygen cell readings before a dive.
If you’re diving in a group with a CCR diver, you
might need to be patient for a few minutes.

Bubble Free? Not Always.
The CCR is a closed breathing circuit that
includes the diver’s airways and lungs, so at all times
the breathing gas is either in his lungs or in the
counter-lung of the CCR, a bag in the breathing
loop that mirrors the diver’s own lungs. The system
includes a soda-lime chemical scrubber that cleans
the exhaled gas of expired CO2 and reuses the CO2
free gas. Exhaled gas is not vented into the water, so
you cannot necessarily tell if a stationary CCR diver
is breathing. He just may be studying something
and not moving.
If you see bubbles emanating from a CCR when
a diver is either descending or stationary, bring that
to his attention. It might indicate a leak, which can
have serious ramifications.
However, when a CCR diver is ascending, either
he must vent the expanding gas in the system
12

ize the weight in the boat. When he realized that the
flood was continuing and there was no way to pump
the water out, he yelled, “Remove your weights!” and
instructed them to abandon the vessel. It went down
stern first.

through a dump valve on his unit, or he must
exhale it through his nose (it escapes from around
the mask). He will be busy because he will also be
venting gas from his BC (wing) as well as from his
dry suit if he is wearing one. So, you may see an
ascending CCR diver in a cloud of bubbles — then
it’s not bubble-free diving.

Audible Alarms
Unlike the conventional open-circuit diver who
can run out of air or have his supply cut off for
other reasons, a CCR diver can breathe at all times.
But, for a CCR diver, it is not if he is breathing but
what he is breathing. He will always have some gas
in the system, but will it be good enough to support
him?
The rebreather has two tanks of gas, one with
oxygen and one with a diluent gas (usually air in
recreational dives) that the rebreather unit mixes
according to the ambient pressure, keeping the oxygen pressure in the mix constant. This ensures that
the diver breathes the optimum mix of oxygen and
diluent gas for his depth. For recreational depths,
it’s effectively creating nitrox as it goes. However, if
the mix becomes hypoxic, i.e., low in oxygen, the

diver can still breathe — until he goes unconscious.
There are no early symptoms of the onset of hypoxia, only the audible alarms and those only visible
to the user. If you hear an alarm emanating from a
CCR during a dive, indicate the user should look at
his visual display.

ascends (it’s mixed with the diluent gas from the
tank on his left side). A CCR diver may survive happily at depth with little oxygen remaining in his
tank, but there have been too many cases of shallow
water blackout because the diver had insufficient
oxygen during ascent. If
you’re diving with a CCR
diver, this is something to
watch out for.

During the descent, the
oxygen pressure in the
mix may become momentarily too high because of
Similarly, a CCR diver on
increasing ambient presthe surface may appear to
sure. You see, as a CCR
be breathing easily, but he
diver goes deeper, he needs
may have insufficient oxygen
less oxygen because it’s
in his gas to support him. If
the pressure of oxygen in
so, a CCR unit should sound
the mix he breathes that is
an alarm, but if an incautious user has switched off
important, not the percentthe unit before climbing out
age of oxygen. As the scuba
diver goes deeper, the
of the water, he may be in
Pre-dive preparation must be faultless
partial pressure of oxygen
serious trouble. Such a move
in the mix already in the
is contrary to training, but it
breathing loop increases unless it is metabolized. An happens. Oxygen starvation leads to sudden unconsciousness, and the diver may drown.
audible alarm might warn of an oxygen spike. If it’s
a momentary spike, it may be of no consequence.
Some CCR divers have foolishly turned off their
However, if the alarm continues, the CCR diver must oxygen while swimming at the surface or before
flush the whole system with the diluent gas (usually
climbing into the boat (presumably to save gas) and
air), which produces a lot of escaping bubbles.
have paid the ultimate price. Be aware that a CCR

Shallow Water Blackout
The CCR diver (who wears his oxygen tank on
his right side) needs more oxygen in the mix as he

diver could pass out without warning at the conclusion of a dive. What do you do? Immediately get
him to the surface and remove his mouthpiece so
he can breathe fresh air. He even may need CPR.

Get Your Weights Off First!
Police have charged two diving instructors working at a dive resort in Phi Phi Island, Thailand, with
negligence leading to the death of a new trainee diver,
Indian tourist Alok Kumar Shukla, who was on his first
scuba trip ever.
On December 30th, Shukla lost his balance after
his first dive when his small dive boat was unexpectedly rocked by a large wave. He fell overboard into the
water still wearing his 9 lb. (4kg) weight belt, which,
presumably because he was inexperienced and not certified, he could not or did not remove.
George Kereit, speaking on behalf of the Phi Phi
Scuba Diving Center, told the Phuket News, “When the
incident occurred, the customer had returned to the
boat and taken off his equipment. He was about to
take off the weight belt when he fell overboard. Three
people jumped in after him but could not locate him
on the choppy surface, so the three people went with
scuba gear to find him . . . It is standard practice in

scuba diving that when you get out of the water, you go
to a spot where you can sit down and your scuba cylinder will be secure. You then loosen shoulder and waist
straps and get out of the unit. The next step is to stand
up and remove your weight belt. After that, you can
get out of your wet suit. So procedure-wise, it was normal. It was in this impossible five-second window while
removing his weight belt that he fell.”
Undercurrent disagrees. We say hand up your weights
as soon as you make contact with the dive boat if you
can and, never take your regulator out of your mouth
or take your mask off before you are safely back
aboard. Get out of your weights, whether on a belt or
in integrated pouches, as soon as you can, preferably
before climbing out of your tank rigged with its BC.
Kereit said that in the future, “non-certified divers
will probably not be allowed to sit on the outside facing
side of the boat.”
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Floating at the Surface
The CCR diver’s BC wing can be fully inflated
to provide buoyancy at the surface. However, the
requirement for a richer oxygen mix in the shallows
(with oxygen automatically added to the system)
often means that the diver reaches the surface with
a counter-lung well inflated, which also provides
buoyancy. This only works if he keeps his mouthpiece in and continues to breathe off the unit.
However, if he has depleted his
oxygen, problems can arise without warning.
If you surface next to a CCR
diver, encourage him to use his
BC (wing) for surface buoyancy.
(You might ask him why he has
a wing?) It won’t matter if he
retains his mouthpiece, but if he
wants to speak, as most divers do
after a dive, he first has to close
his mouthpiece before removing
it so that no water enters.

Carbon Dioxide Poisoning

tanks. Hypoxia (not enough O2) and hypercapnia
(too much CO2) does not always give people the
time or the ability to make the crucial decision to
switch. So don’t think if they haven’t swapped, they
are OK.

Buoyancy Control
As a conventional and experienced scuba diver,
you probably manage your buoyancy control without a second thought, using your lung volume for
immediate and fine adjustments.
The lungs of a CCR diver cannot
do this because the gas volume is
in either them or the counter-lung
of the unit, so their buoyancy does
not change. They must manage
their buoyancy using the BC (wing)
attached to the unit. For this reason,
CCR divers will tend to swim around
an obstruction rather than over it.
Fiddling with buoyancy — that is,
repeatedly putting gas into the BC
and dumping it out — will use a lot
of gas that is also needed to dilute
the oxygen. Similarly, a CCR diver
will be reluctant to ascend unnecessarily (e.g., to get close to a marine
animal overhead). So don’t expect a
CCR diver to rise a little to see something you want to show him!

Carbon dioxide (CO2), the
waste gas of metabolism, is
Gas-flow diagram for an
extremely toxic. A tiny percentAP Inspiration
age in your lungs gives you the
urge to exhale. A higher percentage may lead to confusion
and irrational behavior. As previously mentioned,
Bubble-Free Covert Use
the CCR has a soda-lime chemical scrubber unit to
A CCR without escaping bubbles allows a user
remove CO2, but to be effective, the diver must fill
to
become
covert, provided he keeps still. It also
the canister with soda-lime granules to the manufacallows
him
to remain undetected by hiding behind
turer’s recommendation and monitor the chemical’s
a
rock
or
coral
head. That said, a CCR is not Harry
life expectancy. With no entirely reliable alarm sysPotter’s
Cloak
of
Invisibility. The CCR diver is still a
tem to detect harmful levels of CO2, the user cannot
big
animal,
and
by
moving, he will reveal his presbe cavalier about the scrubber’s duration.
ence and frighten off skittish animals. So if you see
A conventional sport diver will find it hard to
a CCR diver keeping still and surrounded by scaljudge if a CCR diver is suffering from CO2 poisonloped hammerhead sharks, don’t join him because
ing, especially if he does not know the diver. So,
you think he has found a good place. Your exhaled
watch for panicky or irrational behavior.
bubbles will alarm those animals, and he won’t
thank you for it.

Open Circuit Bail-Out

CCR divers habitually carry conventional scuba
gear as well, so if they encounter problems with
their CCR, they can switch to conventional open circuit gear and make an emergency ascent. (Training
agencies introduced this technique when they first
developed CCR courses because insurance companies didn’t like the perceived risks.) Wearing scuba
gear as well is a great idea, but many CCR divers
have been pulled from the water with full scuba
14

Closed-circuit rebreathers offer advantages, but
they don’t take prisoners if used incorrectly. A basic
understanding of the differences with conventional
open-circuit scuba (where you exhale used gas out
into the water) can help you have an understanding
of what another diver using CCR is doing and what
the unique hazards might be. Or whether CCR diving is for you.
– john@undercurrent.org

Panic Kills Too Many Divers

be aware that loss of control is a killer

James Tuttle had only recently joined the diving
liveaboard MV Royal Evolution, operating between
Egypt and Sudan, as a dive guide, when he asked a
passenger who had been on similar trips to guide
him around inside the wreck of the Umbria, a wartime Italian passenger liner scuttled in Port Sudan.
It was a night dive, and in the darkness, things did
not go as planned.
That passenger later wrote, “One wrong turn was
all it needed. My heart raced as I suddenly realized
the implications; that my lifeless body might only
be recovered long after I ran out of anything to
breathe. What an awful feeling it is when you realize
you are trapped inside a wreck at night. You can get
disorientated and lost so easily. Everywhere I looked
was familiar except that it seemed that whatever
direction I swam, I was confronted by an impenetrable bulkhead.
“After three or four attempts at different routes
and seeing even our careful finning beginning to
stir up the sediment and reduce the visibility, my
anger at not finding what I was looking for began to
turn to fear — the fear that we might never find our
way out. It was then that my heart began to climb
out of my chest. My buddy, James, seemed oblivious
to our predicament. He trusted me. I was responsible.” ¹

Those thoughts going through a diver’s mind
could easily lead to panic and a fatal loss of control.
Thankfully, the diver was able to stop, regain control, and think his way out of the predicament.
Panic kills too many divers — even the most
experienced. We have written about diver panic
many times in the past. (https://goo.gl/eE97PB).
Now, words from a famous cave diver prompt us to
consider it again.

Caving Into Panic
Cave diving, of course, is a highly technical sport,
where a diver is in the dark and with no direct
escape to the surface. Canadian Jill Heinerth manages to undertake some of the most daunting cave
explorations. She was the first to dive the ice caves
on Antarctica and recently explored the caves of
Christmas Island. How does she do it? How does she
keep calm under pressure?
A recent feature in CBS News (British Columbia) by
Lisa Johnson went some way toward explaining how
when she interviewed Jill Heinerth.
“I enter the water scared,” said Heinerth. “It’s
important for me to embrace that fear because that
tickling sensation on the back of my neck is selfpreservation.”

Fiji and Belize Protect their Reefs
The Fiji Times reports that although the industry supplying the aquarium trade might have been
prospering, the Fiji Ministry of Fisheries and Forests
banned fish collection in the dying days of 2017.
It’s good news for many local communities dependent on the reefs for food, and for divers as well, but it
puts hundreds of Fijians who work in the aquarist business out of a job. Individuals caught breaching the ban
will be penalized to the tune of a $10,000 fine, while
companies face a minimum fine of $20,000.
“The ban is basically our commitment to the Ocean
Conference in New York and the Coral Alliance,” which
was launched by Prince Charles and Prince Albert of
Monaco,” said Semi Koroilavesau, Fisheries Minister.
“We need to protect our marine resources, and we will

stay committed to it.”
Unlike the U.S., which has just opened up its water
to oil exploration, Belize has stopped offshore exploration for oil in its waters.
“This is truly ‘The People’s Law,’” Janelle Chanona,
vice president of the NGO Oceana in Belize, said in a
report by teleSUR. “Belizeans have remained steadfast
in their opposition to offshore oil since they became
aware that marine assets were at risk of irreversible
damage from the offshore oil industry.” The ban was in
response to the seismic technology used to probe for
oil, which would have occurred less than 1.6 kilometers
from the barrier reef and have had tragic consequences
for wildlife and fisheries.
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The Diving Industry Must Get Rid of Disposable Plastic
As we reported last month, the diving industry,
which we expect to protect our oceans, uses tons of
disposable and unnecessary plastic packaging. In that
article, we mentioned a small British Company, Fourth
Element, which has now introduced a wetsuit for tropical diving made entirely from bottles and other plastic
recovered from the ocean and is producing swimwear
made from recovered ghost fishing nets.
Owners Jim Standing and Paul Strike have declared
that the company plans to stop using disposable plastic
entirely by 2020. We queried if they packed their new
Thermocline wetsuit in a plastic bag. Standing told
us, “No plastic at all. Bags are cassava starch, if there
is a bag at all. Larger items are packed in cardboard
sleeves.”
The UK seems to be taking the problem more seriously than the U.S. Prime Minister Theresa May says
her long-term strategy includes eradicating all avoidable plastic waste in the UK by 2042, which would allow
future generations to “enjoy a beautiful environment.”
(There is already a tax on disposable plastic bags,
thanks to an EU directive.)
In addition, a UK businessman, Stuart Grimshaw,
who got a first-hand look at the plastic problem while
on a diving trip, is altering the ingredients of the cosmetics his company manufactures, eliminating microbeads and reducing plastic packaging by 90 percent in
favor of recycled cardboard and paper.
“My company is responsible for shipping around
50,000 plastic bottles a week, with many previously ending up in the ocean,” Grimshaw says. “This cannot happen anymore.”
No, it can’t, and the dive industry, which depends
on healthy oceans, must step up and eliminate plastic
packaging.
Inside a cave, which Heinerth describes as “swimming through the veins of Mother Earth,” many
things could go wrong. She could get lost, unable
to see because of silt clouding the water. She could
get stuck or run out of air to breathe, several kilometers from escape. Rather than ignore these
risks, Heinerth says she imagines every one before
she dives.
“What’s the worst that could happen today?” she
asks herself, before running through possible scenarios like a checklist.
“I’m prepared. I have the technology. I know
what to do,” she tells herself. “That way, when I actu16

Ocean Plastics: The Story Only Gets Worse
For coral reefs, the threats of climate change and
bleaching are bad enough. An international research
group led by Cornell University has found that plastic
trash intensifies disease for coral, adding to reef peril,
according to a new study in the journal Science, Jan. 26.
“Plastic debris acts like a marine motorhome for
microbes,” said the study’s lead author, Joleah Lamb.
“Plastic items have been shown to become heavily
inhabited by bacteria. This is associated with the globally devastating group of coral diseases known as white
syndromes.”
When plastic debris meets coral, the authors say,
the likelihood of disease increases from 4 to 89 percent. “Once the coral tissue loss occurs, it’s not coming
back,” said Lamb. “It’s like getting gangrene on your
foot, and there is nothing you can do to stop it from
affecting your whole body.”
Lamb and colleagues surveyed 159 coral reefs from
Indonesia, Australia, Myanmar, and Thailand. The
number of plastic items varied widely, from 0.4 items
per 100 square meters (about the size of a two-bedroom Manhattan flat) in Australia to 25.6 items per 100
square meters in Indonesia.
The scientists forecast that by 2025, plastic going
into the marine environment will increase to roughly
15.7 billion plastic items on coral reefs, which could
lead to skeletal eroding band disease, white syndromes,
and black band disease. “Our work shows that plastic
pollution is killing corals,” said senior author Drew
Harvell, professor of ecology and evolutionary biology.
–		From an article by Blaine Friedlander, Cornell
University Chronicles

ally enter the water, I’ve sort of freed my mind of all
of those negative thoughts.”
When something scary does happen, Heinerth
says the first thing she does is try to control her
stress response.
“When your heart starts to race, you begin
breathing faster, and that’s the last thing that I can
allow to happen to me underwater, with a limited
gas supply,” said Heinerth. “I have to get control
over my breathing. I have to take a deep breath
and say to myself, ‘Emotions, you won’t serve me
now’ and I have to send them away.”

Of course, it takes a certain sort of person to
cope with cave conditions. Heinerth works within
the moment, as time seems to slow. Even if escape
is uncertain, she looks for the next best step. It’s
something she learned to do during her early days
when she fended off an intruder who broke into
her apartment when she was a university student in
Toronto.
For a sport scuba diver, if you find yourself in a
tricky situation, before panic sets in, regain control.

Think, plan and then act. Plan for the worst while
hoping for the best. Panic can lose you your life.
For more evidence-based information on stress, anxiety, and panic while diving with practical solutions on how to prevent or deal with them can be found here:
https://sites.google.com/site/divepsych
(1 excerpt from ‘Trapped’ in Amazing Diving Stories)
		

– John Bantin

Mergers, Acquisitions, and Warranties

where did my Aeris warranty go?

Are you the proud owner of Aeris diving equipment?
AUP (American Underwater Products) was
once diving pioneer Bob Hollis’s umbrella company, producing and marketing Aeris, Oceanic,
and Hollis products, as well as Pelagic computers
bearing those brand names. Pelagic was recently

Aeris owners have probably been “left
high and dry.”
sold to Aqualung, while that big diving conglomerate, Huish Outdoors, bought Oceanic and Hollis
last May. Huish also owns Atomic Aquatics, Bare,
Stahlsac, and Zeagle, and markets Suunto products.
Some of its acquired brands, such as Liquivision,
appear to have fallen by the wayside. And Aeris,
too, has disappeared.
Undercurrent spoke with one of Hollis’ sons, suggesting that it must be sad for such a great diving
and diving equipment icon, now in well-deserved
retirement and declining years, to see his empire
broken up. Yes, his son said, “my father was very disappointed.” (Maybe he didn’t sell the businesses for
what he expected they were going to be worth.)
But, for dive consumers, Aeris didn’t get sold
but just disappeared, and that has led to some
problems. For example, Craig Beasley (Houston,
TX) told Undercurrent that two years ago he bought
an Aeris A300 CS computer (which is similar to
the Oceanic VTX, both made by Pelagic). During
his first dive trip, it had problems, so he returned
it under warranty. He was surprised that it went to
Oceanic rather than Aeris until he learned they
were both parts of AUP.

A year later, while he thought it was still under
warranty, the screen of his Aeris computer cracked
during a dive, killing the computer. He returned
it to his dive store insisting it was unfit. The shop
told him that Huish Outdoors had bought Oceanic,
but not Aeris, and that the Aeris brand no longer existed and there was no company to honor
Aeris’s warranties (though his warranty had probably expired by then). Truth is, says Dean Garraffa
(a co-founder of Atomic Aquatics now with Huish
Outdoors), Aeris owners have probably been “left
high and dry.”
He contacted Pelagic (now part of Aqualung),
the manufacturer of the Aeris computer, but they
would not replace or repair an Aeris, since it had
died with AUP. As a favor, his dive store offered to
discount the price of a new computer as a replacement. Beasley thinks that companies should not
be able to shed liability for warranties by dint of
merger or acquisition. He asks, “Should warranties
be allowed to be canceled in this way?”
Unfortunately, consumers have little recourse.
Furthermore, when a brand such as Aeris disappears, divers will be out of luck if they need repairs,
whether or not under warranty. Such gear won’t
be supported by any manufacturer. In fact, even
though Aeris ceased to exist years ago, some dealers might still be selling old stock. Maybe Beasley
bought something that his dive store had kept on
the shelf for some time.
Beasley filed a report with the Consumer
Product Safety Commission (CPSC), which is
interested in the safety aspect of computer failures. He believes they will be contacting the companies regarding the Aeris failures. He was also
told to contact the state attorney general in Texas
or California, which is where AUP (Aeris and
17

Oceanic) was based; Huish is located in Utah.
There’s an even bigger battle looming for those
divers who have spent $4000 or more on a Hollis
Explorer semi-closed-circuit rebreather. As it turns
out, Huish told Undercurrent, they no longer support that rebreather. Although the company exhibited an improved version of the Hollis Prism fully

closed-circuit rebreather at the DEMA show in
November, we don’t expect Huish to assume the
liability and possible litigation connected with recreational semi-closed-circuit units. Hollis Explorer
owners will not be happy when they learn they have
neither extended warranties nor product support.
			

– John Bantin

Roatan Park Rangers Face Death Threats

during the fight to preserve the reefs

“I’m like one of those old-school gangsters,”
says Ralston Brooks, a park ranger on the island of
Roatán off the coast of Honduras. “If you’re going
to do it, do it. Pop a cap.”
The 37-year-old boat captain says he faces regular
death threats from local fishermen because of his
work patrolling the island for illegal fishing. “I have
a lot of enemies. But you’ve got to suck it up: if we
don’t do this, the reef will be gone.”
Roatán is home to dozens of resorts and receives
more than a million visitors every year, thanks to its
position in the Mesoamerican Barrier Reef system
that runs north past Belize and into Mexico. Local
residents, conservationists and dive shops are battling to protect the island’s pristine coral reef from
the threats of mass tourism, illegal fishing and the
effects of climate change.
“The reef is what brings the economy to the
island,” says Brooks, who works for the Roatán
Marine Park (RMP), a grassroots nonprofit organization founded by a coalition of dive shops in
2005 to patrol and monitor the reef. With dozens
of scuba stores across the tiny island, diving is one
of Roatán’s main attractions, and with good reason — according to a report from the Healthy Reef
Initiative (HRI), Honduras has the highest coral
cover of the whole Mesoamerican system.
Yet, the same HRI report found that Honduras
had the highest levels of macroalgae (a fleshy algae
often produced by untreated wastewater that can
suffocate the reef) and concluded that “the rapid
pace of tourism growth in Honduras ... has led to
unsustainable practices that deplete resources and
destroy important habitats.”
In a country where environmental regulation is
limited and funding is scarce, maintaining a healthy
reef can be challenging work. “Politicians understand the reef is a resource to be protected because
it’s a goldmine,” says Jenny Myton of the Coral Reef
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Alliance. “But the government just doesn’t have the
funds or capacity to help.”
Protecting the reef has thus been largely left to
local community groups like the RMP, supported
by international non-profit organizations. The RMP
has been able not only to monitor and protect
the reef from illegal fishing, but also to improve
marine infrastructure by setting up dive moorings
and channel markers to prevent boats from damaging the reef. The organization has also developed
honey production on the island, “to give the local
community an economic alternative to fishing,” says
Eduardo Rico, RMP’s executive director.

Legal Protection for Fish?
Kelly Levenda, an attorney for The Animal
Legal Defense Fund, a Portland group, says it’s
time to give them legal protection.
“Even though fish can suffer like other animals,
they currently have little legal protection,” said
Levenda. “Fish are actually excluded from the laws
that protect animals.”
“Fish are really intelligent animals,” she said.
They can use tools, they can recognize each other’s
fish-faces, and some can even recognize human
faces.” Researchers have observed catfish using a
leaf as a baby carriage. “Another example of tool
use is a fish that will hit a mollusk against a rock to
open it,” she said.
There are 30 thousand species of fish, and more
than a trillion are harvested for food each year,
with many other species dying or injured in large
nets. According to Levenda, it’s time we humans
gave them a voice in their fate.

The Bay of Islands Conservation Association (Bica)
is another local non-profit group working on reef
conservation. Founded in 1990, Bica co-manages the
island’s marine reserve in partnership with the RMP,
the municipal government, and other smaller NGOs.
This year, the group is focusing on one of the island’s
greatest threats: climate change— Honduras was one
of the countries most affected by extreme weather
from 1992 to 2011. To demonstrate the effects of
climate change, Bica’s Nidia Ramos has been taking
local children on snorkeling trips. “You can see corals
covered in macroalgae,” she says. “In other parts, we
see patches of coral that are totally white.”
In September, unseasonably warm water temperatures led to coral bleaching throughout the
Caribbean, with Honduras among the hardest-hit.
To withstand the effects of such a rapidly changing
climate, the reef needs to be in the strongest condition possible. “It’s like if someone broke your arm
— you can’t get into a fight with a broken arm,” says
Sam Arch, 23, who runs an ecological park with his
family on the southern side of the island. “That’s
how the bleaching works: it starts in one little broken piece, and then it spreads.”
Arch and his family have been fighting to protect
the section in front of their marine park from illegal
fishing for years. “We patrol it day and night,” says
Arch. “If we don’t do it, it’s basically a lost cause.”
The Arch family has also been pushing the local
government to make the area a no-take zone, which
would rohibit fishing activities entirely.
But in a country where more than 60 percent of
the population lives in poverty, such initiatives can
be difficult to accept for many locals who depend
on fishing to survive. Like Brooks, the park ranger,
Arch says his conservation work has made him deeply unpopular. “There are towns that I don’t even
go to because I have had so many threats,” he says.
“‘We’re going to cut your guts out,’ they say. I have
to take a 9mm handgun out with me on patrols.”
Still, for Roatán’s hardcore conservationists, such

Flotsam & Jetsam
A Whale of a Time. The BBC reports that
marine biologist Nan Hauser claims a 50,000pound (22,700kg) humpback whale protected her
from a tiger shark during a recent research expedition in the Cook Islands. She believes it could be
the first case on record of a humpback protecting a human, although there was no evidence

Shark Shapes Are Significant
Different sharks have different shapes. Some are
blimp-like, while others are slim. A study led by Dr.
Adrian Gleiss from Murdoch University Center for Fish
and Fisheries Research, working with scientists from
American universities, assessed the body composition of
32 shark species, looking at how it affected their buoyancy control.
A paper on their research published in the
Proceedings of the Royal Society tells how their environment dictates the different shapes of sharks. Those that
live in cold, deep waters tend to have very large fatty livers, sometimes making up a quarter of their body mass,
which adds to their buoyancy, allowing them to move
ponderously through the water using little energy.
Slimmer, more hydrodynamic sharks such as commonly encountered reef sharks, blue sharks and oceanic whitetips, inhabiting shallower, warmer water, require
less energy for swimming at the high speeds necessary
to catch fast and agile prey, but it means they are negatively buoyant, so they must use their wing-like pectoral
fins to generate lift.
What about tiger sharks? They are mainly scavengers
and ambush predators, so they sacrifice hydrodynamics
for the buoyancy control that comes with a big liver.

risks are worthwhile. “I love doing what I do,” says
Brooks. “It’s not going to benefit me, but maybe my
grandchildren, so they can still see turtles, sharks,
conch. It’s like I tell my rangers: we’re defending
Mother Nature.”
(By Oscar Lopez. First published in The Guardian
December 2017 and reprinted with permission.
Undercurrent accepts all responsibility for editing
errors. Copyright Guardian News & Media Ltd 2017.)

that the shark in the area might have attacked
her. However, she had a great time romping with
the whale, with it picking her up and moving her
around.
Diver Dies in Crocodile Attack. Saltwater crocodiles have reactions 20 times faster than a man;
can outrun a racehorse over a short distance; are
so aggressive they will kill and eat another crocodile they meet in their territory; they can jump
out of the water up to their hind legs — and they
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want to eat you. A 20-year-old male diver died in a
crocodile attack near Barasipo village about 60 feet
(20m) from the shore in the Vonavona Lagoon in
the Western Province of the Solomon Islands on
January 5th. No other information was available at
the time of writing. (Source: Fiji Times)
Nine Ocean Deaths off Maui. And that was during just two weeks ending January 29. According
to reports, at least eight were snorkelers, two of
whom were wearing the dangerous full-face snorkel
mask. We covered the dangers of that mask in our
October article, Are Some Snorkels and Snorkel Masks
Death Traps?
Snakes Alive! A rare venomous yellow-bellied
sea snake found slithering on the sand at Newport
Beach, CA, in January was the third reported in
as many years and probably indicates that as the
oceans warm, tropical species are moving further
north. Are sea snakes swimming off the coast of
Southern California going to be the new norm?
They’re Gonna Need Bigger Tanks! Divers in
Mexico have discovered what is believed to be the
world’s longest flooded cave system in the Yucatan.
At an estimated 216 miles long, the Gran Acuifero
Maya project could shed light on Mayan history.
There’s Nothing in This Cave Worth Dying For.
So reads a warning sign yet divers still get drawn
to the deep cave site of the Eagle’s Nest at Weeki
Wachee. This time it was 53-year-old David Brannon
of Dover, FL who lost his life, the twelfth person to
do so. The emergency call came around noon on
Saturday 13th. January. The cause of the accident is
yet to be determined.
Hyperbaric Facility Reopens. After a 6-month
hiatus for want of a suitably qualified doctor, the
University of Hawaii Hyperbaric Treatment Center
in Honolulu is now open provisionally with the plan
for it to be fully staffed by March.

Shark Charities Thank President Trump!
Market Watch reports that Atlantic White Shark
Conservancy and Sea Shepherd Conservation
Society have been flooded with donations after it
was revealed that Stormy Daniels, the alleged paramour of Donald Trump, claimed that Trump had
told her, “I would never donate to any charity that
helps sharks. I hope all the sharks die.” Captain
Paul Watson said Sea Shepherd had received quite
a few donations from benefactors who specifically
mentioned Trump’s comments.
Saipan Needs a Recompression Chamber. And
to get one, the governor of the Northern Mariana
Islands signed a bill that requires all scuba dive
shop operators to impose a $10 surcharge per tank
to fund and operate a staffed hyperbaric facility.
Yum, Yum Yellow an Old Diver’s Tale. A paper
Microspectrophotometric evidence for cone monochromancy
in sharks belies the myth that sharks are attracted to
a diver’s yellow fins. The Shark Research Institute
tells us that experiments by Hart et al. tested the
isolated photoreceptors taken from 17 different
species of shark, measuring the wavelength of light
each is able to detect. They used microspectrophotometry. Each shark species was found to have only
a single rod photoreceptor that captured a single
wavelength of light, and no shark had more than a
single cone photoreceptor, meaning they see only
contrast.
Incredible Shrinking Fish. Researchers at the
University of Western Australia have examined
more than 600 fish from seven species across the
Rowley Shoals and Scott Reefs in Western Australia
and discovered that fish that live without fear of
sharks have different body shapes. In fact, their
eyes and fins are up to half their normal size, as
the need to detect and escape from predators has
decreased. Shark populations have been decimated
in recent years due to the increased demand for
shark fin soup.
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